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ABSTRACT
The Internet of Things (IoT) integrates the physical world
with the existing Internet, and is rapidly gaining popularity,
thanks to the increased adoption of smart phones and sens-
ing devices. One of the important challenges in this domain
is to enable domain experts to easily specify applications for
the IoT. As a first step towards developing a suitable pro-
gramming abstraction, in this paper we present a domain
model for applications in the Internet of Things, based on a
survey of recently proposed IoT applications from the real
world that represent a wide class of behaviors found in IoT
use cases.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.2 [Software Engineering]: Design Tools and Tech-
niques—Top-down programming ; D.2.11 [Software Engi-
neering]: Software Architectures—Data abstraction,Domain-
specific architectures

General Terms
Design

Keywords
Domain model, Internet of Things, Wireless Sensor Network

1. INTRODUCTION
The Internet of Things (IoT) has been discussed in lit-

erature for some time now, albeit with several similar but
non-identical definitions. In this paper, we build upon the
following definition, proposed by the CASAGRAS project [4]
in 20091:
“A global network infrastructure, linking physical and vir-

tual objects through the exploitation of data capture and com-
munication capabilities. This infrastructure includes existing

1http://www.rfidglobal.eu/userfiles/documents/
CASAGRAS26022009.pdf
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and evolving Internet and network developments. It will of-
fer specific object-identification, sensor and connection capa-
bility as the basis for the development of independent cooper-
ative services and applications. These will be characterised
by a high degree of autonomous data capture, event transfer,
network connectivity and interoperability.”

The IoT as defined above has recently moved closer to
being a reality, thanks to the increased abundance of smart
phones, wireless sensor and actuator networks, and RFID
technologies [1]. Several IoT applications have been reported
in recent research, and we expect to see increased adoption
of IoT concepts in the fields of personal health, inventory
management, and domestic energy usage monitoring, among
others.

An important challenge to be addressed in the domain of
IoT is to enable the domain experts (health-care profession-
als, architects, city planners, etc.) to develop IoT applica-
tions in their fields rapidly, with minimal support needed
from skilled Computer Science professionals. Similar chal-
lenges have already been addressed in the closely related
fields of Wireless Sensor and Actuator Networks (WSANs)
and Pervasive/Ubiquitous computing. While the main chal-
lenge in the former is the extremely large scale of the sys-
tems (hundreds to thousands of largely similar nodes), the
primary concern in the latter has been the heterogeneity of
nodes and the major role that the user’s own interaction with
these nodes plays in these systems (cf. the classic “smart
home” scenario where the user interacts with a smart dis-
play which works together with his refrigerator and toaster).
The upcoming field of IoT includes both WSANs as well as
smart appliances, in addition to the elements of the “tradi-
tional” Internet such as Web and database servers, exposing
their functionalities as Web services etc. Consequently, an
ideal application development abstraction of the IoT will
allow (domain expert) developers to intuitively specify the
rich interactions between the extremely large number of dis-
parate devices in the future Internet of Things.

The larger goal of this research is to propose a suitable ap-
plication development framework which addresses the chal-
lenged introduced above. This will most likely be achieved
by a domain specific language (DSL) which exposes the func-
tionalities specific to the IoT to the domain experts. The
first logical step towards this then is to construct a domain
model, using the following definition from [20]:
“A domain model is a model of the domain within which

an Enterprise conducts its business.”
We especially use the CRC – Classes, Responsibility, Col-

laboration technique mentioned in [20], defining the main



abstract concepts, their responsibilities, and associations that
represent their relationship with each other in the IoT.

We recall from [17, 20] the following benefits of a domain
model:

• Creation of common understanding. The dif-
ferent terms used by different people in the IoT do-
main [9] can lead to confusion, which can be allevi-
ated by the usage of a common lexicon, as provided
by a domain model. This lexicon can then be used by
researchers, system programmers, as well as domain
experts.

• Modeling invariant properties. The domain model
represents the invariant properties of the domain —
concepts and relationships which do not change from
one application to the other. An instance of this in
the IoT domain can be the notion of a sensor attached
to a device. Depending on the specific applications,
the type of sensors and devices can change (e.g, a light
sensor attached to a smart phone), but the inherent re-
lationship between the types of entities they represent
does not.

• Enabling modular design. Application needs often
tend to arrive in terms of behavior, which needs to
be broken down and divided among the entities in the
system. A good domain model aids in this process,
since the capabilities of each type of entity are clearly
identified. E.g., the application requirement of “the
system senses the temperature of a room and keeps
it steady” can be easily broken down into an applica-
tion consisting of temperature sensors, computational
components, and HVAC actuators, each performing its
well-known role in this sense-compute-actuate loop.

In addition to the reasons above, a goal specific to the
Internet of Things that a good domain model can satisfy
is that of successfully integrating the models of real world
things, software, and network, a need highlighted by recent
works such as [14] and [16].

In this paper, we first present in Section 2 a set of rep-
resentative IoT application behaviors gleaned from the lat-
est developments in the industry and research communities.
Our main contribution in this paper is a domain model (dis-
cussed in Section 3), capturing the concepts and associations
needed to adequately represent the classes of IoT applica-
tions we have studied. This is followed by a discussion of the
lessons learnt in Section 4. Section 5 concludes with some
proposals for future work.

2. APPLICATIONS IN THE INTERNET OF
THINGS

To guide us in our efforts in creating a domain model
for the IoT, we first performed an extensive survey of the
various applications present in the research literature as well
as commercial product proposals. Our study came to the
conclusion that in addition to the usual behaviors seen in
the Internet — remote access to Web services, interactions
by a human user with software, and database access, the
Internet of Things brings the following three behaviors to
the mix:

Intermittent Sensing. This behavior comes from the
early definition of the IoT, which was centered around RFID

technology, and is found mostly in applications where things
have an information shadow [25] on the Internet. The reader
(e.g. RFID reader, barcode reader) observes an ID of a tag
and sends it to a service on the Internet, which fetches data
associated with the ID from the storage and returns it to
the application.

A classic case of such behavior is seen in applications
such as book review sharing [11,12], meant for libraries with
books that are tagged with barcodes. When a user wants to
write his review about the book, he uses the application on
his smart phone to scan the bar code and sends his views
about the book along with its unique identifier to a stor-
age service on the Internet. When a user wants to read the
reviews of a book, he can similarly scan the barcode of the
book using the same application and request the storage ser-
vice for the review of the book, to which the service responds
with the text of reviews gathered so far.

There are several other applications in this class, where
tags can be used to carry out actions. For instance, when
a child’s house keys are recognized by Mir:row2, it sends
a message to the parents to say that the child has arrived
home. Similarly, animals can be tagged with RFID collars3

that can open the door to let them enter. Other instances
of this class of applications are found in domains such as
mobile ticketing [2], tourist information [22], etc.

Regular data collection. This behavior is seen in the class
of IoT applications where (smart) things interact with users
by stating information about themselves periodically. Ac-
tual objects are observed by sensors, and then the observed
information is sent for various purposes (such as providing
information about electricity consumption4) to remote users.
A novel use of this is seen in the Botanicalls project5,

aimed at enabling communication between plants and users.
The overall functionality is that of a plant being able to no-
tify a user on his cell phone about whether it needs water.
To achieve this, a moisture sensor attached to the Botani-
calls device is placed into the soil, and observes the moisture
level of the soil. The Botanicalls service, which is installed
on the device, translates the moisture level and sends an
appropriate message. The message could be one of “water
me please”, “you did not water me enough”, or “thanks for
watering me”, depending on the water level in the soil.

An evolution of this class of applications gives rise to the
concept of self-logging objects that store data about them-
selves and their environment in great quantities. An exam-
ple is the Nike+ running shoe6, which records information
such as distance and speed, and sends them to the user later.
This class of applications is found in domains such as food
supply chain [5, 10], patient monitoring [19], etc.

Sense-Compute-Actuate loops. This behavior is seen in
applications where smart things interact with each other at
either the local level or through the Internet, and provide
information that can be used as new knowledge7. They may
also take corrective actions [15] with no human originator,
recipient, or intermediary, and may notify or prompt users
as required.

2http://www.violet.net
3http://www.dogdoors.com/
4http://www.arrayent.com/
5http://www.botanicalls.com/
6http://www.apple.com/ipod/nike/run.html
7http://www.casaleggio.it/internet_of_things/



A simple instance of this is an application that maintains
temperature in a room according to the user’s preference
provided using a smart phone [7]. It requests a temper-
ature monitoring node, which hosts a temperature sensor,
for temperature data. By comparing the received tempera-
ture data and user’s temperature preference, the application
commands a heater, which controls the temperature.

Other instances include the smart umbrella [26], which
monitors the weather condition and analyzes a user’s sched-
ule, then alerts a user through a voice message when he
is scheduled to go out. Glowcap8 provides intelligence to
medicine bottles using light, sound, or telephone call to re-
mind a user when it is time to take a new dose. This class of
applications is found in domains such as optimizing power
consumption costs [3], work place safety9, etc.

3. DOMAIN MODEL
Inspired by the applications discussed in the previous sec-

tion, we have extracted the concepts and associations that
we believe are suitable for representing applications in the
Internet of Things. We present the domain model derived
from them in the section below. A graphical representation
of the same is in Figure 1, which follows the notation in-
troduced in [13]. The figure contains the concepts in the
IoT domain, along with their relationships with each other,
including the cardinality of such relationships.

3.1 Concepts
The concepts in the Internet of Things can be divided

broadly into two categories:

3.1.1 “Traditional” Internet concepts
These are concepts which developers of Internet applica-

tions are most familiar with, namely:

A software component (using the definition from [24])
is an architectural entity that (1) encapsulates a subset of
the system’s functionality and/or data, (2) restricts access to
that subset via an explicitly defined interface, and (3) has ex-
plicitly defined dependencies on its required execution con-
text. We see the following types of software components:

• A computational service is a software component
that takes one or more units of information as input
and produces an output. It is a representation of the
processing happening in the application.

• A storage service provides read and write access to
persistent data. This data can be accessed by other
software entities by interacting with the storage ser-
vice. An example would be the MySQL server provid-
ing the back-end to the book review application dis-
cussed earlier.

• An end-user application is a software component
that is designed to help a user to perform tasks by
interacting with other software components. For in-
stance, in the room temperature maintenance applica-
tion, a user can provide his temperature preferences to
the IoT application using an app installed on his smart
phone.

8http://www.vitality.net/glowcaps.html
9http://www.sensei-project.eu/

Some concepts related to the ones above are that of a
user, which is a human who performs singular or multi-
ple related specific tasks; a store, which is the entity that
actually hosts the data (In the above example, the various
databases managed by the MySQL server are instances of
store); and information, which is any data that is mean-
ingful by itself.

3.1.2 “Thing”-oriented concepts
In addition to the ones above, our domain model also in-

cludes the following concepts, which are speficially used to
model the “things” in the IoT.

• An entity of interest (EoI) [8] is a real world ob-
ject, including the attributes that describe it, and its
state that is relevant from a user or an application per-
spective. For instance, the EoI may be any real world
objects such as room, book, plant, etc.

• A phenomenon [8] a property of a physical entity
that is observable. For instance, the temperature of
a room and ID of tag are the examples of the phe-
nomenon.

• A resource [8] is a conceptual representation of a sen-
sor or an actuator, where a sensor is a type of resource
that has the ability to detect changes in the environ-
ment. Thermometer, and tag readers are examples of
sensors. An actuator is a resource that has the abil-
ity to make changes in the environment through an
action. Heating or cooling elements, speakers, lights,
etc. are examples of actuators.

• Raw data is a representation of a sensor observation.
For instance, the raw data reading generated by a tem-
perature sensor can be the number 25, without any ex-
plicit meaning or units attached to it. Note that this
is different from information described above, which
attaches additional data such as unit of measurement
(Celsius/Fahrenheit). Thus, 25◦ Celsius is the infor-
mation.

• An action represents the act of an entity in the envi-
ronment. For instance, “switching the lights on”.

• A device [9] is an entity that provides sensor and ac-
tuator resources the ability to communicate with other
entities. Without a device, resources can not interact
with other resources. Tag readers, mobile phones, and
personal computers (PC) are all example devices.

• A sensor driver accesses raw data and further de-
scribes it by attaching metadata such as unit of mea-
surement, time of sensing, etc. with raw data. The
result is called sensor measurement. The sensor
measurement is a type of information.

• A command is an instruction that describes a desired
outcome. For instance, “switch the heater on”, “turn
on the light” are examples of commands. An actu-
ator driver translates a command and triggers the
actuator appropriately. For instance, the heater driver
translates a command (such as “switch the heater on”)
and turns the heater on as a result. Note that a both
sensor and actuator drivers are types of driver, which
in turn is a type of software component (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Domain Model

3.2 Associations
This section discusses the associations between the con-

cepts in the Internet of Things. Where needed, we elaborate
each association with the examples that are taken from the
applications in Section 2. The associations are as follows:

• An EoI consists-of one or more phenomenon.

• A sensor observes a phenomenon and produces data
about it.

• An actuator performs an action that affects a phe-
nomenon.

• A device hosts zero or more resources. E.g., a smart
phone might host resources such as an accelerometer
sensor, a light sensor, etc.

• A software entity runs-on a device. E.g., an instance
of the Jetty tiny web server running on a home desk-
top.

• Raw data is accessed by a sensor driver that gen-
erates a sensor measurement. E.g., in temperature
monitoring, the temperature raw data is accessed by
the temperature sensor that generates the temperature
measurement.

• An actuator is actuated by an actuator driver that
consumes an actuation command.

• A user interacts-with an end-user application for var-
ious purposes such as setting the temperature prefer-
ence, reading a user’s review, hearing an alert message,
etc.

• A storage service provides access to a store. In book
review sharing application (discussed in the Section
2), the storage service searches the review text in the
store.

• Software components communicate-with each other



to exchange data and control, in a manner similar
to that described under the functions of a software
connector in [24]. This is one aspect of the domain
model which we are actively working to further re-
fine as part of our future work in order to identify the
precise types of communications used in IoT applica-
tions, which might contain instances of various inter-
action paradigms [6] such as message passing, publish-
subscribe etc.

4. DISCUSSION
As an initial validation of our work, we have success-

fully modeled three IoT applications — shared book reviews,
smart plants, and room HVAC maintenance — using our
domain model, representing the three behaviors discussed
in Section 2. Due to lack of space, the details of those ap-
plications and their models are presented in the extended
version of this text at [21].

The core goal of this work has been to propose a com-
mon understanding of the concepts that constitute the IoT.
A clear terminology is important, not only for our own re-
search, but also for enabling scientific discourse among re-
searchers, system programmers, as well as domain experts [14,
16]. We note that this is not the first such effort; notably
Haller [9] has defined the relationship among things, devices,
resources, and services. However, this work does not men-
tion two key concepts of IoT: phenomena and users. These
two concepts are important because a user has a goal and
the completion of this goal is achieved via interaction with
a phenomenon of an EoI. This interaction between the user
and the EoI is mediated by the IoT concepts such sensor,
actuator, end-user application, sensor driver, and actuator
driver.

The second outcome of this work is the modeling of
invariant properties [20] of the IoT domain — concepts, ax-
ioms and associations which do not change from one ap-
plication to other. The important advantage is that the
invariant structure of the domain model makes programs
more resilient to future changes. In other words, the domain
model is independent of specific technologies such as RFID,
barcodes, sensors, or implementations technologies such as
SOAP [18] services, RESTful services [23], or Device Profile
for Web Services (DPWS) [27].

The third outcome of this work is separation of con-
cerns, which breaks up application requirements by divid-
ing them among layers. In addition to the separations along
“traditional”and“thing-oriented”concepts seen in Section 3,
we also believe that our model can be split into three distinct
layers: resource, service, and end-user. The resource layer
includes concepts such as sensor, actuator, phenomenon, and
device. The concepts in this layer are responsible for moni-
toring and controlling phenomena within an EoI. The service
layer includes software components such as sensor driver, ac-
tuator driver, storage and its storage service, and computa-
tion service. These components use data generated from the
resource layer and offer necessary functionality for interact-
ing with the EoI, often by communicating with each other
to accomplish a common goal. Finally, the end-user layer
includes end-user application software components. The ma-
jor advantage of this separation is that it helps to identify
the capabilities of each layer.

We believe that although a lot more needs to be done
in order to provide domain experts suitable application de-

velopment abstractions for the IoT, this is an important, if
small, first step.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we have presented, as an intial step to-

wards a suitable application development framework for the
Internet of Things, a domain model for the IoT, capturing
the concepts and associations needed to adequately repre-
sent the classes of IoT applications we have studied. This
is based on a survey of the applications seen in recent IoT
research and industry publications.

Our future work in this area will proceed in the following
directions:

Surveying the applications in the IoT. We note that
although large, the current list of applications presented in
this paper is not fully exhaustive. We will use this extended
set of applications to further complete our view of the behav-
iors seen in IoT apps, which will in turn lead to an updated
domain model.

Elaborating on interaction paradigms in IoT appli-
cations. Currently, our domain model deliberately does not
explain the sub-classes of the “communicate-with” associa-
tion between software components. This is one aspect of
the domain model which we are actively working to further
refine as part of our future work in order to identify the pre-
cise types of communications used in IoT applications, which
might contain instances of various interaction paradigms [6]
such as message passing, publish-subscribe, shared memory
access etc.

Development of a high-level programming model for
IoT. As stated in the introduction, our long term goal is
to provide a suitable application development framework
which addresses the challenges introduced above. This will
most likely be achieved by a domain specific language (DSL)
which exposes the functionalities specific to the IoT to the
domain experts. We intend to implement an initial version
of this DSL in the near future, so as to quickly validate the
strength of our model.
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